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Introduction 
On September 10, 2018, Ruth and I married. As a honeymoon destination, we had chosen 
Ruth's motherland, Peru. However, we had to save money for a while to make the trip. 
Eventually we were able to board the plane on October 16, 2019 and we arrived in Lima the 
same day (because of the time difference indeed the same day). The journey is so long that a 
direct flight can almost be called a must. The airport is located in the Callao district, by the 
sea. From there it took two hours to reach the hotel by taxi.  
 
The first days in Lima 
We had a hotel in the Miraflores district. That is more or less the district where all tourists go 
because of the good hotels, restaurants and shops.  
It's important that you know which direction you're heading. Ruth knows the way very well 
and knew that certain districts, which are sometimes inconspicuously close to Miraflores,  
are dangerous. 
In Miraflores we took coffee and churros (a snack made of fried dough) at Manolo. This 
restaurant is very well known in Lima. We visited the Larcomar Shopping Centre where we 
used lunch overlooking the Pacific Ocean. 
We could walk from Miraflores to the Barrancos district where we admired the Bridge of 
Sighs (Puente de los Suspiros). At the bridge, street musicians played the song La Flor de la  
Canela  (the Cinnamon Flower) that is our favorite song and I often play it on the carillon in 
the Netherlands. 
 
Cuzco 
On October 18, we took the plane to the 'imperial' city of Cuzco. The term imperial is 
because it was the capital of the Inca's empire before the sixteenth century. 
Cuzco is very high. I thought it wasn't going to be such a big deal, but when the doors of the 
plane opened, I almost fainted because of the altitude. At the hotel, staff advised us to drink 
Coca tea as a medicine for altitude sickness. In addition to drinking this tea and eating coca 
sweets, we bought tablets from the pharmacy. 
The city is beautiful and the main square, the Plaza de Armas, is a place where you can have 
multiple days of entertainment. Eye-catcher are two cathedrals. In one of the cathedrals we 
walked in when a first communion took place. The cathedral is frequently used. We heard 
the bells at a wedding ceremony and the cathedral has been opened to tourists. One thing is 
for sure, Peru is a very Catholic country where faith in everything is perceptible and 
palpable.  
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We visited the Museo Inca. There I learned that the Inca Empire was actually just at full force 
when the Spaniards conquered the country in the sixteenth century. I am surprised that in 
South America the language is Spanish, even though you would suspect that everyone would 
prefer to forget the language of the oppressors as soon as possible?  
I understand at least in Cuzco the native language, Quechua, is also spoken. 
Cuzco is already high, but it seemed like a nice idea to climb a long way. Through an artist's 
district we were able to walk to the highest district. There we took a picture with Peruvians 
dressed in costumes. 
In Cuzco you will find many shops with alpaca products. Probably tourists will mainly buy the 
alpaca scarves, sweaters and related products because although it is cheap for us, the 
average Peruvian doesn't earn much. The currency in Peru is the Sol. About three Sol is a 
euro. The average income in Peru is three to four hundred euros. 
On October 21, we took a taxi to Ollantaytambo. From that town, about an hour and a half 
drive from Cuzco, we were able to board the train to Machu Picchu.   
 
Machu Picchu 
The train journey to Machu Picchu is a great experience. 
The train runs at a slow pace right through the mountains.  
We arrived in a village called Aguas Calientes  (Spanish: hot water). 
The town looks like a town from a Cowboy movie. We noticed that there are no cars driving. 
Our hotel was called the Gringo Bill Hotel. And indeed, in the town you stumble over the 
Gringo's (Gringo stands for foreigners and North Americans in particular).  
In Aguas Calientes, also called 'Pueblo Machu Picchu', we ate in a restaurant in the evening. 
Now we have eaten in Peru several times exquisitely but that cannot be said about Aguas 
Calientes. I suspect that local cuisine does not estimate the taste of the tourist as very high.  
The next day we went by bus to the world wonder Machu Picchu, the city of the Incas. The 
bus trip was already an adventure. Over very narrow roads, the bus went up steeply. Once at 
the Gate of the park, my money fell out of my wallet. Fortunately, we were able to pick up 
the money quickly again, but it was still an anxious moment.  
The ruins of Machu  Picchu  are obviously worth visiting. I'm afraid I don't have the antenna 
to become very sensitive, maybe a little too much of a sober Dutchman? But I realize that 
this town must be very important to Ruth. The ruins tell the national story and Machu  
Picchu is an important piece of Peru's cultural heritage. 
After a few hours of walking and climbing we went back to the bus and we took the train 
from Aguas Calientes to Cuzco. 
The return trip was hilarious. It already started that we ate chips and chocolate at the train 
station for lunch because we had already written off the restaurants in the town of Aguas  
Calientes because of the disappointing meal the day before. 
Once on the train Ruth managed that we could sit without extra payment until the outskirts 
of Cuzco. As a result, we didn't have to take a taxi via Ollaytantambo and we got to see 
amazing mountain views.  
On the train there was an American lady who spent hours talking to people. She was a few 
benches behind us but was loud and clear to hear. Her phrase 'My husband and I' swayed 
through the cabin for a long time. Her name was Mrs Dallas.  
Ruth and I wondered if Mr. Dallas was on the train, too. After all, he didn't open his mouth. 
And yes, after a few hours we saw a gentleman walking to the bathroom. He looked back 
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when he got some instructions from Mrs. Dallas. "That must be Mr. Dallas," Ruth suggested, 
and that turned out to be the case. 
Once back in Cuzco we had another night in a great hotel with an equally good breakfast and 
then took the plane to Lima to switch directly to Tarapoto. The journey from Cuzco to  
Tarapota  led us through three landscape forms in a day. Cuzco is located in the mountains 
(Sierra), Lima is located on the coast (Costa) and Tarapoto in the Amazon Lowlands (Selva). 
 
Tarapoto, Picota & Moyomamba 
At the airport it was quite hot even though it was already late in the evening. We were 
picked up by Ruth's mother and youngest sister. From the airport we drove to the village of 
Picota where the other sisters were waiting for us. 
They were happy to see Ruth and were happy about the suitcase with 23 kilos of gifts we 
brought. The next morning, we had coffee with Ruth's mother. After that we went to take a 
walking tour of Picota. Ruth lived there for several years. At a café we took Inca Cola and 
baked bananas.  
Both Sandy and Conie (two sisters) work at the Farmacia in Picota. We checked if we could 
find them, but they were working elsewhere. Both sisters combine work with training and 
are therefore working or learning six days a week for about fourteen hours.  
Conie has a five-year-old daughter and that girl soon liked me very much.  I was right her Tio  
(Spanish: Uncle). 
Ruth and I went back to Tarapoto relatively soon. In Picota it was too hot and it is a village 
where, in principle, there is nothing to do. Ruth's mother and sisters visited us in  Tarapoto  
afterwards. 
We've all been to the city ‘Lamas’ nearby Tarapoto for a day. In that place there is a nice 
castle that we visited. Ruth's sisters tease each other all the time so we laughed a lot. In 
Lamas we ate ice cream at a Gelateria. The lady who served us was also the owner. She was 
just a little too friendly, so I suddenly got a Roald Dahl feeling.  (In the sense of someone 
who is in real life perhaps significantly less sweet than she appears). 
In Lamas a folkloric dance festival was organized. We went there.  Oriana, Ruth's youngest 
sister, managed to persuade me to dance with her. Of course, I liked that, but besides her I 
was more or less a dancing bear. 
After the sisters went back to Picota, Ruth, her mother and I went to Moyobamba.  In  
Moyobamba  Ruth was born and her roots are mainly in this city. Moyomamba  is best 
known as a city of orchids. We have visited an Orchid Garden.  
On the street we saw a cotton plant. I joked that I thought cotton came from sheep. Oh, no, 
that was wool, my fault.  
The thermal baths in Moyobamba were very pleasant. We started to relax in water. Each 
bath has its own temperature.  
In one of the baths, a whole group of boys of about 12 years also bathed. All of a sudden, I 
saw about twenty lads coming to me who were very interested in who I was, where I came 
from, what language I spoke and much more. I had fun in that and it shows that it can also 
be nice to be a Gringo.  Eventually, the teacher who accompanied them, took a picture of us 
all.  
In the Selva the means of transport is mainly the moto taxi, an indoor moped. 
It was witty to cross the streets by moto taxi even though I was afraid he would fall over. 
Once back in Tarapoto we said goodbye to Ruth's mother and we went by plane to Lima. 
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The last few days, renewing introduction to Lima 
I liked the second round lima more than the first. One of the main reasons is that during this 
second round we visited the city centre. That old part of Lima, where the cathedrals and the 
Presidential Palace are located, is just as beautiful as Cuzco. 
We had lunch at Hotel Bolivar. This Hotel is named after the South American freedom fighter 
Simon  Bolivar. 
Ruth and I took inca Cola and ‘Papa a la Huancaina’ (potatoes with yellow sauce) and lime 
pastry. Hotel Bolivar proves that Peru's cuisine can be counted among the top of the  world. 
In the hotel's lunch room there was also a group of monks. 
I was surprised that these clergy also used an expensive meal. There is a lot of poverty in 
Peru and you would expect clergy to stand solidarity with most of the people. That's why I 
thought this group might have been composed of members of a Lima Theater Association, 
but Ruth assured me that this was not the case. 
In Lima we ate at a sushi restaurant with Lorena (older sister of Ruth) and her husband 
Caesar and their son and daughter. Then we went to the cinema of Plaza San Miguel.   
We went to the theatre for a concert where the Lima orchestra and a violinist from Canada 
performed a concert by Brahms. We sat in the front row and had a good view of the 
musicians. 
On the last day we didn't have a plane to the Netherlands until the evening and it was a 
flight via Paris. In addition, the flight was operated by Air France instead of KLM. (KLM is 
really much better). Although these factors made the return flight harsh, the Jetlag was not 
too  bad and we arrived home healthy on November 4. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


